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Reading

Find all medical words and sort them out in 
the grid below

VERBS NOUNS ADJECTIVES



  

Reading

Which paragraph deals with...............

●Testing penicillin on people § ______

●Getting a cut now and in the past § ______

●Giving too much penicillin § ______

●Testing penicillin on animals § ______

●The discovery of penicillin § ______



  

Reading

True or False? Justify.
●70 years ago doctors could cure infections True / False

●Alexander Fleming developed penicillin True / False

● Howard Florey's team of scientists didn't have much money 
for their research True / False

●The first trial of penicillin was on rats True / False

●All bacteria became resistant to penicillin after a few years 
True / False

●Penicillins are the most commonly used antibiotics today
True / False



  

Reading

Find all regular verbs in the past simple 
(finishing -ed). Sort them in the correct 
column for the pronunciation of -ed.

Sounds like [d] Sounds like [t] Sounds like [id]



  

Reading

Complete the sentences with a verb in 
the past simple.

●Alexander Fleming _____________ penicillin by accident.

●In 1929 Fleming _____________ his findings.

●Fleming found that the mould _____________ the bacteria.

●After penicillin, Fleming _____________ on to other research.

●Florey's team _____________ under difficult conditions.



  

Reading

Complete the sentences with a verb in 
the past simple.

●The team _____________ bedpans to grow the mould. 

●First they _____________ 8 mice and then _____________ 

4 with penicillin.

●In 1941 they _____________ the first person with penicillin 

and he _____________ to recover.

●They _____________ to produce large amounts of penicillin 

and the Americans _____________ them to do this.



  

Reading

Complete the sentences about the text with...
mould  /  prescribe / resistant / trial / infections / cure / bacteria

●70 years ago people were very worried about getting _______

●Fleming found that the _______ in the petri dish killed _______

●The _______ of penicillin on mice was successful.

●Florey's team knew that penicillin could _______ infections.

●After a few years some bacteria became _______ to penicillin.

●Doctors now _______ penicillin less often than in the 1940s.



  

Nice work

Thank you for your attention and participation

Adapted from
http://www.macmillanglobal.com/elessons/lesson-plan-68-penicillin
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